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Abstract 

 

Developing a naming test for Urdu-English bilinguals:  

A preliminary study 

  

 

Sarah Panjwani, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Li Sheng 

 

The purpose of this study was to develop and pilot a naming test for Urdu-English 

bilinguals, a population that is growing quickly in the United States. Eighty-five target 

items were selected from the International Picture Naming Project Database and arranged 

in the order of least to most familiar.  Familiarity ratings were used as estimates of item 

difficulty to develop the naming task because word frequency information was not 

available in the Urdu language. Thirty-one young adult bilinguals named black-and-white 

drawing of these targets in both Urdu and English. Self-rating of proficiency, examiner 

rating of proficiency and a standardized English receptive vocabulary test were used to 

cross-validate the naming test. The participants’ current and cumulative language use 

were measured to investigate the relationships among language use, naming performance, 

and other measures of proficiency. The results indicate that performance on the naming 

test was correlated with convergent measures of language proficiency, including self-

rating, examiner rating, and standardized test performance. Naming performance was 
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related to cumulative reading experience in participants’ first language. Familiarity 

ratings were related to naming performance in Urdu. These findings suggest that the 

naming task developed in the current study is a valid measure of language proficiency, 

and that familiarity ratings can be used as estimation of item difficulty in test 

development when word frequency data are unavailable. The naming test should be 

refined and further piloted with participants of various ages and those who are Urdu-

dominant or balanced bilingual.  
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Chapter 1:  Literature Review 

The 2010 census data reported that the Asian population has grown more than any 

other race population in the United States (2010 Census Briefs). Specifically, the 

Pakistani population increased 132.6% between 2000 and 2010. Despite the growing 

number of Asians in the United States, there are few resources available for appropriate 

assessment and intervention for this population. Recent research has suggested that Asian 

Americans are at increased cardiovascular risk, which elevates the risk for Aphasia and 

other language disorders. These population and health demographics indicate the need for 

valid assessment tools for the Asian populations (Palaniappan, 2010). Asian Indians, 

including persons from Pakistan, have higher rates of coronary artery disease, specifically 

ischemic heart disease (Palanippan, 2010). The need for valid and reliable tools to serve 

persons who speak Urdu, the official language of Pakistan and thus the language often 

spoken by Pakistani Americans, prompted a systematic approach to developing a naming 

test. This paper will serve to outline the development of a naming test for Urdu-English 

bilinguals and provide preliminary normative data.  

A brief description of the Urdu language is provided in Bernard (1990). Urdu, the 

official language of Pakistan, is significantly rooted in the Arabic and Persian languages. 

Phonologically, Urdu differs from English in that it has aspirated and unaspirated 

plosives, retroflexion, nasal vowels and lack of distinctive stress. The writing system is 

also based on the Perso-Arabic script. Nouns in colloquial Urdu, the form spoken by the 

majority of Urdu speakers, can be changed to indicate number (singular or plural), gender 
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(masculine or feminine), and case (direct, oblique and vocative). Adjectives in Urdu 

occur before the noun, and agree with the noun in number, gender and case. Verbs in 

Urdu can occur in morphologically related sets, as casual verbs, and in series, as 

compound verbs. Urdu is a verb final language, where in the order of verbs in a sentence 

is: subject, object and verb (Bernard, 1990).  

When tests are not available in a language, researchers often translate existing 

measures in one language for use in another language. However, translated tests present a 

high risk for bias and can significantly decrease the validity of the measure for the 

population being tested (Peña, 2007). Translated tests are often inappropriate due to the 

difficulty with transfer of concepts from one culture or language system to another (Erkut 

et al. 1999). The “dual focus” approach in test development utilizes a bilingual and 

bicultural team to prevent the imposition of ideas and methods developed in one culture 

to other cultural or linguistic communities. Use of this approach minimizes the ethical 

concerns that arise when research methods developed in one culture or language are used 

to study another culture or language. The approach requires equal collaboration of 

researchers who are indigenous to the cultures being studied to safeguard against the 

imposition of ideas and methods from one culture onto another. Also, in comparison to a 

translation driven approach, the dual focus approach is a concept driven approach to 

attaining conceptual and linguistic equivalence (Erkut et al. 1999). Five steps are required 

for the dual-focus approach: collaboration of a research team which includes bilingual 

members, selection of methods that have concept equivalence in the two languages being 
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studied, generation of items that have parallel wording in both languages, external input 

from bilingual members of the community, and evaluation of the psychometric properties 

of the test (Erkut et al. 1999).  

In the current study, we implemented each of the five steps. First, our research team 

included members who were indigenous to the languages being studied, English and 

Urdu.  Second, we chose to develop a naming task which requires participants to name 

pictures of concrete objects. This task was deemed an appropriate measure for both 

language groups because naming pictures is a commonly used to assess proficiency in 

many languages, and concrete objects tend to have overlapped meanings and semantic 

representations cross-linguistically (Szekely et al., 2004, Gentner, 1982). In accordance 

with the third step of the approach, we selected items that were easily understood with 

parallel wording in both languages, had the same level of difficulty in both languages and 

retained clarity of meaning in both languages. Next, the researchers included external 

input from bilingual Urdu-English speakers for whom the measure was intended. As for 

the final step of the approach, we used convergent measures to evaluate the validity of the 

current test as a language proficiency measure.  

Our selection of convergent measures was guided by current literature on the 

assessment of bilingual proficiency and dominance. Language experience questionnaires, 

proficiency interviews, and standardized language tests are commonly used methods of 

assessing bilingual proficiency with adults (Dunn & Fox Tree, 2009; Gollan et al., 2011; 

Marian et al. 2007). Marian et al. found that the Language Experience and Proficiency 
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Questionnaire (LEAP-Q), a self-report questionnaire of language experience and 

language proficiency for speakers of all languages, to be a valid and reliable tool for 

assessing the language profiles of multilingual adults. The researchers used standardized 

language tests in English and Spanish to establish the criterion-based validity of the 

LEAP-Q and found that self-reported language proficiency was comparable to objective 

measures of linguistic ability (Marian et al., 2007). Gollan et al. used measures of self-

reported proficiency, examiner-conducted proficiency interview, naming tests and 

standardized tests to determine the utility of self-reported proficiency ratings for 

classifying bilinguals into language dominance groups (2011). The researchers found that 

self-report measures of language proficiency are valid to a certain degree, but researchers 

should not exclusively rely on these measures because participants occasionally 

misclassify their language dominance. They also found that proficiency interviews 

conducted by an examiner can provide an objective and naturalistic measure of spoken 

language proficiency in bilinguals. In sum, Gollan et al. found that a multi measure 

approach to classifying bilinguals into language dominance groups is optimal (2011). The 

current study will utilize the self-report of language proficiency and language interview 

used in Gollan et al. (2011), translated to Urdu with the assistance of multiple bilingual 

Urdu-English speakers, in addition to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test to cross-

validate the naming task (PPVT-IV, Dunn & Dunn, 2007).  

Word frequency dictionaries, lists of how often words occur in spoken and written 

versions of a language, are often used to develop naming tests primarily because the 

frequency with which words occur is related to word retrieval and production in 
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neurologically typical adults (Carroll & White, 1973) and adults with Aphasia 

(Brookshire & Nicholas 1995). Studies of confrontation naming indicate that adults with 

Aphasia were more likely to accurately name high-frequency words in English than low-

frequency words. These word frequency dictionaries are available in many languages, 

including English, but not in Urdu. Due to the many differences between languages, it 

cannot be assumed that word frequency in one language would mirror word frequency in 

another language. Because word frequency information in Urdu is not available, we used 

an alternative approach to establish the order of difficulty of items, that is, familiarity 

ratings provided by fluent bilingual speakers of Urdu and English. Familiarity rating 

scales ask proficient speakers of a language(s) to rate how often they have encountered a 

word (Nusbaum, Pisoni, & Davis, 1984). The current study explored the utility of 

familiarity rating scales in test development.   

 The goal of this study is to develop and pilot a naming test for Urdu-English 

bilinguals. We have three specific aims. First, we are interested in studying how 

performance on a naming measure developed for Urdu-English bilinguals’ correlates with 

measures of self-rating and examiner rating of proficiency as well as a standardized 

measure of English receptive vocabulary (the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the 

PPVT, Dunn & Dunn, 2007). Self-rating and examiner rating of proficiency were chosen 

because these methods are widely used and have documented utility (Marian, et al., 2007; 

Gollan, et al., 2011). The PPVT was chosen as a measure of concurrent validity for 

English proficiency because this test is widely used in clinical settings and is a 

psychometrically valid tool. Second, we hope to gain information on how performance on 
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this new naming measure correlates with current language use and cumulative language 

experience. Finally, we hope to better understand how naming performance at the word 

level correlates with examiner rating of word familiarity to determine if familiarity 

ratings are an appropriate alternative when word frequency information is not available 

for a language.  
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Chapter 2:  Methods 

PARTICIPANTS 

A total of 32 bilingual (Urdu-English) young adults participated. Participants 

were recruited by posting flyers on the University of Texas campus. The flyers advertised 

the study and requested the participation of bilinguals who are proficient in Urdu and 

English. Participants self-identified as Urdu-English bilingual and emailed the researcher 

to participate in the study. Participants all had normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-

normal vision, and no cognitive impairment. With the exception of one participant, all 

were undergraduates at the University of Texas and all participants received monetary 

compensation ($15). The first participant’s data were excluded from the sample because 

the researchers modified the testing protocol after this participant was tested. Participant 

characteristics are shown in Table 1. PPVT scores indicated average range receptive 

vocabulary in English for this age group. According to information collected on a 

language history questionnaire, the participants primarily used English in their daily lives 

at the time of the study. Cumulative language experience data indicated that participants 

heard and spoke approximately equal amounts of English and Urdu over the span of their 

entire lives. However, participants reported that they primarily read in English, which can 

be expected as English is the language deemed necessary for economic and scholastic 

advantage in America (Dunn & Fox Tree, 2009). These data suggest that, as a group, 

participants’ first language, Urdu, is the language spoken at home, and second language, 

English, is the language used in school (Dunn & Fox Tree, 2009). All participants, with 

the exception of one participant who learned Urdu during college through intensive 
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coursework and immersion, indicated that their first language of acquisition was Urdu. 

Table 1 includes a detailed description of participant characteristics.  

Table 1: Participant characteristics  

 Mean SD Min Max 

Age  20.26 2.08 18.00 29.00 

PPVT 102.94 9.98 86.00 123.00 

Self-E 9.48 0.96 6.00 10.00 

Self-U 6.61 1.69 1.00 10.00 

OPI-E 8.74 1.03 6.00 10.00 

OPI-U 6.94 1.81 3.00 10.00 

English output 0.77 0.19 0.30 1.00 

English input 0.75 0.18 0.43 1.00 

Hearing-E 49.34 18.44 16.67 96.43 

Speaking-E 50.74 16.74 25.00 95.83 

Reading-E 89.71 15.35 41.67 100.00 

Naming-E 0.89 0.06 0.76 0.96 

Naming-U 0.58 0.16 0.24 0.96 

Note. PPVT=Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Self-E and Self-U= Participants’ self 

rating of English (E) and Urdu (U) proficiency. OPI-E and OPI-U= Examiner rating of 

English (E) and Urdu (U) proficiency. English (E) Hearing, Speaking and Reading values 

are provided. Naming-E and Naming -U= Percent correct for the English (E) and Urdu 

(U) naming task is provided. 

  

MATERIALS 

Language History Questionnaire:  

The language history questionnaire began by asking the participants to select the 

percentage (100% English, 75%English/25% Urdu, 50% English/50%Urdu, 

25%English/75%Urdu, 100%Urdu) that best describes how much Urdu and English they 

heard, spoke and read for each three year age range since birth. Participants were also 

asked to describe a typical weekday and weekend by listing what activity they were 

engaged in during each hour of the day, and what language(s) they heard and spoke 
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during those activities. Participants were asked to rate their level of proficiency in each 

language using a 10 point scale modified and shortened from guidelines published by the 

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). ACTFL introduces 

ten categories used to classify a speaker’s language abilities: Superior (10), Advanced 

High (9), Advanced Mid (8), Advanced Low (7), Intermediate High (6), Intermediate 

Mid (5), Intermediate Low (4), Novice High (3), Novice Mid (2) and Novice Low (1). 

The full length guidelines as published by ACTFL can be obtained on the “publications” 

tab at http://www.actfl.org/i4a/pages/index.com?pageid=1.  The questionnaire was in 

English because all of our participants were proficient readers of English but they had 

variable levels of reading proficiency in Urdu.  

Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI):  

The proficiency interviews, conducted in each language, were based on the format used 

by ACTFL for assessing spoken language proficiency. Participants completed two sets of 

questions, one in each language with counterbalanced assignment of question sets to 

language across subjects. Due to the study’s focus on bilinguals with higher levels of 

proficiency, questions appropriate for Novice levels (1-3) were excluded. The Questions 

were designed to elicit specific syntactic forms which were indicative of language 

proficiency. Two sets of six interview questions were created. The first question in each 

set was easy and assessed the individual’s ability to converse in the present tense. The 

second question asked the participant to describe a picture (either the Cookie Theft 

picture from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam, or a picture of a scene depicting a 

broken window, the child who broke the window hiding behind a bush and an adult 

http://www.actfl.org/i4a/pages/index.com?pageid=1
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accusing a different child of breaking the window, Gollan et al., 2011). The next two 

questions asked the participant to answer questions using past and future tense 

constructions. The final two questions asked the participants to converse in difficult 

constructions typically used by educated native speakers of the language (i.e. “Some 

students think that double-majoring gives them an advantage. Other student’s think that 

the outcomes are not worth the time and effort invested in two majors. What do you 

think? How would you convince someone that your view is the right one?” “Some 

parents think that children should not be taught multiple languages because it will 

confuse them. Other parents think that multilingualism is an advantage. What do you 

think? How would you convince someone that your view is the right one?”).  

Picture Naming task:  

Picture naming tasks in English and Urdu were presented on a Dell computer using the E-

prime software (Psychology Software Tools, 2002). Each task consisted of 85 black and 

white pictures. The researcher used an existing database of normed picture targets (the 

International Picture Naming Project, the IPNP, http://crl.ucsd.edu/~aszekely/ipnp/, 

Szekely et al., 2004). There were 520 object targets of black-and-white line drawing in 

the database. The researcher selected 85 words by using the following criteria: words that 

were not cognates in the two languages, words that had only 1-2 translations in each 

language, words that had a single -word equivalent in both languages. Three bilingual 

speakers of Urdu and English were asked to rate their familiarity with the 85 words in 

English and Urdu separately.  The bilingual raters were asked to rate each word as to the 

number of times that they have experienced the word by writing down a number 

http://crl.ucsd.edu/~aszekely/ipnp/
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according to a 1 to 7 scale, with 1 representing “never” and 7 representing “very often”. 

Inter-rater correlations were high for both English (rs>.51, ps<.001, r
2
>.26) and Urdu 

words (rs > .60, ps < .001, r
2
>.36). The ratings of the three bilingual raters were averaged 

and the pictures associated with the words were arranged in order of decreasing 

familiarity in each language separately for the naming task. The pictures that were most 

familiar to the speakers were expected to be least difficult and the pictures least familiar 

were expected to be most difficult.  

To further assess the validity of the English naming task, the English testing 

included the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test – fourth edition (PPVT-IV, Dunn & Dunn, 

2007). The PPVT is a test of receptive vocabulary; it provides an objective measurement 

of verbal ability. The examiner presents a series of picture plates to the participant; each 

plate contains four pictures. The examiner states a word describing one of the pictures, 

and the participant is asked to point or say the number of the picture that best describes 

the word. The total score can be converted to a percentile rank and a standard score can 

be calculated.  

PROCEDURE 

Testing for all participants was completed in one session lasting 1 hour to 1.5 

hours. Participants signed consent forms at the start of the testing session.  To minimize 

language switching, participants completed all testing in one language prior to beginning 

testing in the other language. Thus, each session consisted of two mini-sessions with an 

optional break in between. Across participants order of test language was 

counterbalanced. The English mini-session began with an oral proficiency interview to 
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assess spoken English language proficiency, followed by the PPVT, then the 

computerized picture naming task. The Urdu mini-session also began with the oral 

proficiency interview, after which the participants completed the Urdu picture naming 

task on a computer.  A language history questionnaire in English was given at the end of 

the Urdu testing. Testing was completed by a native speaker of each language. The 

examiner recorded naming accuracy during testing, and testing sessions were audio 

recorded for later verification of scoring.  

Participants were interviewed by a native speaker of English or one of two 

multilingual speakers with native-like proficiency in Urdu. Multilingual speaker 1 was 

proficient in English, Urdu, Hindi, Kachchi and Gugrati, multilingual speaker 2 was 

proficient in English, Urdu, Hindi and Spanish. These experimenters later listened to the 

recordings of the oral proficiency interviews and assigned each participant a proficiency 

rating using the same guidelines as those used in the self-rating portion of the language 

history questionnaire. Next, multilingual speaker 2 rated each participant’s proficiency in 

both of the languages. The ratings of the experimenters and multilingual were highly 

correlated for English (r=.74, p < .001, r
2
=.54) and for Urdu (r=.92, p < .001, r

2
=.84), 

and the multilingual speaker 2’s ratings were used during data analysis.  
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Chapter 3:  Results 

 In this section, we first present a series of t-tests to compare the bilinguals’ 

English and Urdu proficiency according to self-rating, examiner rating based on the OPI, 

and naming ability. Next, to validate the naming test, a series of correlational analyses 

were conducted to explore the interrelationships among the following measures in both 

languages: subjective (self) rating, objective (examiner) rating, standardized measure of 

receptive vocabulary (PPVT, English only), and objective measure of naming ability 

developed in the current study. Additional correlations were conducted to examine the 

relationship between language usage measures (e.g., current input and output, and 

cumulative hearing, speaking, and reading experience) and naming ability. Finally, an 

item-level correlation was conducted to see if examiner’s rating of word familiarity 

correlated with participants’ word naming accuracy.  

 The self-rating, OPI rating, and naming accuracy scores are presented in Table 2. 

Among the 31 participants were two Urdu-dominant bilinguals who rated their Urdu as 

more proficient than their English, one balanced bilingual who selected the same rating 

for both languages, and 28 English-dominant bilinguals who rated their English as more 

proficient than their Urdu. T-tests indicated that as a group, the participants rated their 

English proficiency as higher than their Urdu proficiency, t=8.54, df=30, p<.001. 

Similarly, the OPI rating indicated higher English than Urdu proficiency, t=4.40, df=30, 

p<.001. Naming accuracy was also higher in English than Urdu, t=10.34, df=30, p<.001. 

With the exception of a few items, participants performed better in English for all items 

presented in the naming task (see Appendix for a list of the targets and accuracy level for 
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each). These patterns are consistent with self and examiner ratings of proficiency as most 

participants were English-dominant according to self and examiner judgments.  

 Correlational coefficients among the four language proficiency measures are 

presented in Table 2. Participants’ performance on the English naming task was 

significantly correlated with self-rating of English proficiency, examiner rating of 

English proficiency, and PPVT scores. Among the three concurrent English proficiency 

measures, PPVT scores showed significant correlation with both self and examiner 

ratings of English proficiency; however, self and examiner ratings were not correlated 

with each other.  Performance on the Urdu naming task highly correlated with both self 

and examiner ratings of Urdu proficiency. Contrary to the English results, the two Urdu 

ratings, by the participants themselves and by the examiner, were also highly correlated 

with each other.  

 To summarize, both the English and the Urdu naming tasks demonstrated 

significant correlations with all concurrent proficiency measures; however, the 

correlations were stronger for the Urdu analyses. In addition, all of the inter-correlations 

among the concurrent proficiency measures were significant except for the one between 

self and examiner ratings of English. This lack of correlation was further investigated and 

was attributed to the fact that one participant grossly underestimated their English 

proficiency (present the self and examiner rating scores here to illustrate the difference) 

and two participants grossly over-estimated their English proficiency (present the scores). 

These few cases of disagreement skewed the results for the whole group.   
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Table 2. Correlational matrices among PPVT scores, naming scores, self-rating of 

language proficiency, and examiner rating of proficiency (OPI)  

 Naming-E Naming-U Self-E Self-U OPI-E OPI-U 

PPVT .34* -.05 .43** .15 .66*** -.17 

Naming-E 

nNaming 

Task 

 -.02 .34* -.16 .33* -.24 

Naming-U    -.08 .70*** -.23 .66*** 

Self-E     .08 -.00 -.21 

Self-U     -.02 .67*** 

OPI-E      -.24 

Note. *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001, according to one-tailed tests. PPVT= Peabody 

Picture Vocabulary Test. Naming-E and Naming -U= Percentage correct for the English 

(E) and Urdu (U) naming task. Self-E and Self-U= Participants’ self-rating of language 

proficiency. OPI-E and OPI-U= Examiner rating of English (E) and Urdu (U) language 

proficiency.  

 Table 3 presents correlation coefficients between the three proficiency measure 

(i.e., naming task performance, self-ratings, examiner ratings) and the five language use 

measures (i.e., current input, current output, and cumulative language experience in the 

domains of hearing, speaking and reading). Only a handful significant correlations were 

observed. Specifically, cumulative reading experience was correlated with naming 

performance in Urdu, self-rating of English and Urdu, and examiner rating of Urdu. 

Those participants who had more cumulative reading experience in Urdu demonstrated 

higher Urdu naming accuracy, rated themselves as more proficient in Urdu, and were 

rated by an examiner as having higher proficiency in Urdu. Similarly, individuals with 

more cumulative English reading experience also rated themselves as having higher 

English proficiency. In addition, cumulative speaking experience and current English 

input level were positively correlated with self rating of English. Finally, there was an 

aberrant negative correlation between cumulative experience of hearing English and 

English naming performance.  
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Table 3: Correlational matrices between proficiency measures and language use 

measures.  

 Output-E Input-E Hearing-E Speaking-E Reading-E 

Naming-E -0.02 0.01 -0.36** -0.22 0.22 

Naming-U -0.20 -0.12 -0.13 -0.22 -0.44** 

Self-E 0.28 0.30* 0.21 0.41** 0.32* 

Self-U -0.21 -0.20 0.17 0.12 -0.34* 

OPI-E -0.16 -0.24 -0.02 0.17 0.13 

OPI-U -0.21 -0.25 0.12 0.09 -0.40** 

 *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.00, according to one-tailed tests. . Naming-E and Naming -U= 

Percentage correct for the English (E) and Urdu (U) naming task. Self-E and Self-U= 

Participants’ self-rating of language proficiency. OPI-E and OPI-U= Examiner rating of 

English (E) and Urdu (U) language proficiency. Output-E and Input-E=current English 

input and output as indicated by participants, Hearing-E, Speaking-E and Reading-E= 

cumulative hearing, speaking, and reading in English.  

 

 Three Bilingual Urdu-English speakers were asked to rate their familiarity with 

the object labels in both languages. Their ratings were averaged and the words in the 

naming tasks were ordered according to decreasing familiarity. The correlation between 

rating of English word familiarity and English naming accuracy was not significant, r=-

.08, p=.47, r
2
=.01. However, the correlation between Urdu word familiarity rating and 

Urdu naming accuracy was significant, r=-.73, p<.001, r
2
=.54. Items that were rated as 

less familiar were named less accurately.  
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Chapter 4:  Discussion 

 The purpose of this study was to develop and pilot a naming test for Urdu-English 

bilinguals. Thirty-one Urdu-English bilingual young adults participated in the current 

study. These participants first learned Urdu in the home and later learned English 

academically. However, most of the participants were English dominant as indicated by 

self and examiner ratings of proficiency and performance on the current naming task.  

 Our first aim was to evaluate the validity of the naming test by examining the 

correlations between naming test performance and performance on concurrent 

proficiency measures commonly used in the literature, including self-rating and examiner 

ratings of proficiency and a standardized test of English vocabulary. The results indicated 

that naming test performance significantly correlated all three measures of English 

proficiency and both measures of Urdu proficiency. These findings indicate that the 

naming test is a valid measure of language proficiency in these two languages. In 

addition, we found that the correlations between the Urdu naming task and the Urdu 

concurrent proficiency measures were stronger than those between English naming task 

and English concurrent proficiency measures. These differences may be attributed to the 

fact that the participants demonstrated high and quite uniform performance on the 

English naming task and more variable performance on the Urdu naming task. 

Specifically, there was a mere 20% difference in minimum and maximum naming scores 

in English, but the difference was 72% in Urdu naming scores. Despite the small range of 

scores, we still found significant correlations between the English naming test and 

concurrent proficiency measures, which reinforced the validity of the English naming 
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test. Future studies with participants who have more variable levels of English 

proficiency should lead to increased correlations between English naming performance 

and other measures of English proficiency.  

 The second aim of the study was to examine how performance on the naming 

measure correlates with current language use and cumulative language experience. 

Participants were asked to describe their input and output of both languages on a typical 

weekday and weekend and estimate the amount of time hearing, speaking, and reading 

each language during different periods of their life. This information was used to 

calculate current language input and output as well as cumulative language experience. 

The results indicated that current language input and output was largely unrelated to 

naming performance in these bilingual adults. On the other hand, cumulative language 

experience, in particular, experience reading Urdu, appeared to influence word retrieval 

in Urdu as measured in this naming task. Interestingly, cumulative Urdu reading 

experience was also related to self and examiner ratings of Urdu. In American schools 

reading skills are primarily taught in English, thus those participants who read in Urdu 

while growing up are more likely to have received education in Urdu which would 

increase their overall language proficiency in Urdu. These results suggest that reading 

skills are more indicative of language proficiency. This is consistent with Marian et al. 

(2007), who also found that reading skill in L1, participants’ first language, was the best 

predictor of performance on standardized tests of L1 proficiency (2007).  

 The final aim of this study was to understand how naming performance correlates 

with examiner rating of word familiarity and if familiarity rating scales are an appropriate 
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alternative when word frequency information is not available in a language. The bilingual 

raters’ ratings of word familiarity significantly correlated with performance on the 

naming test in Urdu, but not in English, suggesting that familiarity rating can be used to 

gauge item difficulty in Urdu, a language for which word frequency information is 

currently unavailable. Similar to previous studies (Nusbaum, et al., 1984), the familiarity 

rating scale used in the current study ranges from 1 to 7, with 1 representing “never”, 

meaning that the rater has never seen or heard or used the word in their life; 2 

representing “rarely”, meaning that the rater has seen or heard or used the word at least 

once before, but only rarely; and 7 representing “very often”, meaning that the rater has 

seen or heard or used the word nearly every day of their lives. Thus, the rating scale may 

reflect the rater’s frequency of encounter with the words. It is possible that frequent 

encounters with words is more important for word retrieval success in the less dominant 

language. Future studies may include measures of reaction time to see if word familiarity 

is related to the speed of word retrieval in the more dominant language.   

Another piece of finding warrants our attention before ending the discussion. 

Specifically, self-English rating and examiner English rating was found to be unrelated 

and this was due to under- and over-estimation of English proficiency by three 

participants. Although subjective measures of language proficiency are generally 

adequate, there is potential for error with these measures which suggests that both 

subjective and objective measures should be used when establishing the language 

proficiency of a bilingual speaker (Gollan et al., 2011). 
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Chapter 5:  Future Directions 

The preliminary results indicate that a larger group of participants is needed to 

further validate the use of these measures. The naming task can be highly valuable for use 

with the growing Urdu speaking population in the United States. Naming tests are often 

used to assess language ability in children with potential language disorders, and adults 

with word-finding difficulties. Accordingly, this task should be further piloted with adults 

and children. Most importantly, the inclusion of balanced bilinguals and Urdu dominant 

bilinguals is necessary to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of language 

proficiency in Urdu-English bilinguals.  

A number of edits should be made to these measures prior to further data 

collection. First, participants’ self-report of proficiency in all domains, speaking, 

understanding, reading and writing, should be included in the questionnaire so that self-

rating in each of these domains can be compared to examiner ratings. Future studies 

should also include a measure of Urdu receptive vocabulary that is similar to the English 

PPVT to look at vocabulary in both the receptive and expressive modalities. The picture 

naming task should be refined using careful item analysis and the number of questions 

reduced using the preliminary data. Items that have 100% or 0% accuracy should be 

removed, and items that have more variable accuracy, near 50%, should be included so 

that the naming test can be used to better determine language proficiency. Finally, one 

item, magnet, should be removed because its translation is a cognate in the Urdu 

language 
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Appendix 

 
English 

word 

English 

correct 

Urdu word Urdu 

correct 
English 

word 

Englis

h 

correct 

Urdu word Urdu 

correct 

Arrow 100.00% teer 19.35% magnet 90.32% maqnaatis 9.68% 

Bag 93.55% theela 38.71% microsco

pe 

67.74% khurdbeen 3.23% 

Balloon 93.55% bughaara 41.94% mirror 96.77% aaina 93.55

% 
Beard 90.32% bhaari 64.52% monkey 93.55% bandhar 74.19

% 
Bird 87.10% parinda 58.06% mountain 83.87% chooha 77.42

% 
Bone 100.00% haddi 74.19% mouse 93.55% pahaarh 58.06

% 
Box 100.00% dabba 83.87% nail 83.87% kheel 38.71

% 
Boy 74.19% larka 77.42% needle 58.06% sui 67.74

% 
Bride 96.77% dulhaan 70.97% paper 90.32% kaaghaz 67.74

% 
Broom 90.32% jaarhu 80.65% parrot 96.77% toota 54.84

% 
Bucket 90.32% baalti 58.06% peas 74.19% matar 51.61

% 
Butter 90.32% maakhan 61.29% pillow 96.77% takiya 67.74

% 
Camel 93.55% oont 48.39% present 96.77% tohfa 77.42

% 
Cane 90.32% chaari 22.58% queen 74.19% rani 70.97

% 
Car 100.00% gaari 96.77% rain 93.55% baarish 96.77

% 
Castle 90.32% quila 6.45% Road 96.77% sarhak 74.19

% 
Chain 90.32% zanjeer 12.90% rock 96.77% patthar 70.97

% 
Cheese 96.77% paneer 32.26% roof 74.19% chaat 61.29

% 
Chest 96.77% seenha 41.94% rope 100.00

% 

rasi 45.16

% 
City 80.65% shehr 70.97% salt 100.00

% 

namak 67.74

% 
Clock 96.77% gharee/ghant

a 

74.19% scissors 96.77% qainchi 80.65

% 
Comb 93.55% kangi 87.10% screw 74.19% painch-

kass 

6.45% 

Crab 77.42% kekra 12.90% soldier 61.29% sephai 25.81

% 
Curtains 87.10% pardah 48.39% squirrel 93.55% gulhari 12.90

% 
Donkey 87.10% gadha 58.06% stairs 96.77% seehri 83.87

% 
Drum 100.00% dhol 54.84% star 80.65% seterah/tara

h 

58.06

% 
Egg 100.00% andaa 96.77% stove 90.32% choolah 58.06

% 
Elephant 96.77% haathi 83.87% swing 96.77% jhoola 74.19

% 
Fan 100.00% paankha 83.87% tear 96.77% anshoo 77.42

% 
Feather 77.42% par 12.90% teeth 77.42% daant 96.77

% 
Fire 96.77% aag 96.77% telescope 90.32% durbeen 

chaari 

9.68% 

Fish 100.00% machi/mach

hli 

80.65% thumb 100.00

% 

angtha 61.29

% 
Floor 54.84% zameen 93.55% tiger 83.87% sher 45.16

% 
Ghost 96.77% bhoot 80.65% towel 74.19% tolia 58.06

% 
Girl 100.00% larki 87.10% volcano 100.00

% 

aatish-

fishaan 

6.45% 
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Hair 96.77% baal 96.77% walnut 70.97% akhroot 32.26

% 
handcuffs 80.65% hathkari 41.94% well 90.32% kunwah 38.71

% 
King 93.55% badshaah 77.42% wheat 25.81% gandum 3.23% 

Kite 100.00% patang 61.29% whistle 90.32% seethe 67.74

% 
Lamp 100.00% chaargh 0.00% window 96.77% khirkhi 83.87

% 
Leaf 90.32% patta 51.61% witch 87.10% churail 51.61

% 
Letter 93.55% khat 70.97% wood 74.19% lakhri 54.84

% 
Lizard 74.19% chipkali 70.97%     
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